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Molecular Reorientation in the Presence of the Extended Diffusion of Internal
Rotation in Liquid Perdeuterotoluene

Doo Soo Chung, Myung Soo Kim, Jo Woong Lee and Kook Joe Shin1

1. Introduction

Nuclear magnetic relaxation measurements arc widely 
used in understanding molecular dynamics in liquids,】。 

Interpretation of the experimental data in terms of the ro
tational diffusion model7"9 is a common practice. However,
this model is based on the assumption of small angular step 
diffusion and can not describe the inerti시 effect properly.
In 1966 Gordon10 proposed an extended version of the rota
tional diffusion model and applied it to linear molecules. 
His model is free of the re아ri이ion on the size of ang니죠r 
steps but assumes that both the magnitude and direction of 
angular momentum are randomized at the end of each free 
rotational step (J-difTusion) or only the direction is ran
domized (M-difTusion). Since then, Gordon's extended dif
fusion theory was developed further to deal with spherical 
top molecules11 and symmetric top molecules.12,13

Recently, Versmold1 studied the internal rotation of a 
side group attached to a spherical diffusor in terms of 
the extended diffusion model. He treated the overall rota
tion of a spherical difTusor by the isotropic rotational diff나- 

sicn and proposed a scheme to incorporate the inertial effect
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The effect of internal rotation of methyl group in liquid pcrdeuterotolucnc on nuclear quadrupole relaxation of methyl 
deuterons is investigated. A model of a sphci ical diffusor undergoing rotational diffusion is extended to include the extended 
diffusion of internal rotation. The overall rcorientationa! correlaiion time in the presence of internal rotation is explicitly 
given as an analytical function of the angular momentum c。「「이ati이i time. Also, the degree of inertia cU&t in rhe intern지 

rotation is evaluated.

oFthc extended internal rotation. His theory is limited, howe
ver, to a certain range of the angular momentum correlation 
time. Furthermore, all the c니Elatkms in his theory have to 
be carried out by numerical integrations. We have reported 
earlier11 a general scheme of calculating the internal correla
tion time and the overall re이dentamm니 c이t이ation time as 
analytic functions of the angular momentum correlation 
time without any restriction on the range of validity. The 
purpose of this work is to apply our general scheme to the 
nuclear quadrupolar relaxation of methyl group deuterons 
in liquid perdeuterotolucnc and evaluate the degree of iner- 
ti시 effect of the internal rotation.

2. Theoretical Background

Application of the extended difTusion m이el to describe 
the intern시 rotation of a side 따•。기p such as the methyl group 
in toluene can be simplified if we assume that the internal 
rotation about the z-axis of niolecuhr coordinate sy이em is 
one dimension시. In this case, a modified version of the ex
tended division model of Spies', ct al.2 * * * * may be adopted. 
In this moJiOed version, only the m迎ni비de of angular mo
mentum is rtjrdemised N the end of each free rotational step. 
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The direction of angular momentum vector is fixed along the 
■ axis. Then, the intern시 correlation time 아质racfui거ng the 
internal rotation can be evaluated analytically asu

W=3峭驾厂 Q=l,2) (1)

where

牛卜而exp (瓦ferfc(3一*时)⑵

with

水—y/kBT!l：宓,3= 而匸 rj (3)

and erfc(.r) is the complementary error function.
The angular m이rent나m correlation time which represents 

the average time between collisions is denoted by 勺.

The degree of inertial effect a is given by4

N 』+ 时 Fi . Ct^ F2
c~ 6Z>* W片W于二瓦一

wherc

牛느-"福 exp(Y^)erfc(Y*) 

with

Yk^(T^+miV2k (10)

for a dependent internal rotation and

y; 시+(6—妒)w/e an

a=音％&総 (4)

which becomes 2 in the free rotation limit and 4 in the rota
tional diffusion limit.

In order to evaluate the angular momentum correlation 
time from experimental data one has to analyze the overall 
reorientation of a molecule in the presence of the internal 
rotation. Corresponding overall reorientational correlation 
hm이ion for a spherical diffusor is well known as1

G(£)= A exp (一 6班)+ EG%? (?) exp (一 6Df)
+C Gin?(0 exp(-GDz) (5)

for a dependent internal rotation with respect to the overall 
reorientation and

G(t) — A exp(一M”) + B G%?(t) exp(一5E”)
+C G%心)exp (—20) ⑹

for an independent internal rotation with

A=$(3 cos2/? —I)2

I?=3sin2〃cos2Q

C=*inM (7)

The internal rotation지 correlation function is denoted by 
and 0 is the angle between the relaxation vector 

죠nd the z-axis of molecular coordinate system, D is the rota
tional diffusion constant of the whole molecule.

Tf 사ie internal rotation is governed by the extended diffu
sion as described above, the overall reorientational correla
tion time can be evaluated analytically as * * 

(8)

(9)

for an independent case. D* is the reduced difTusion constant 
dcHncd by D* — y/'ijkj/f />.

In the internal “National dilTnsion limit (r； ^0) Eq. (X) 
becomes

亍:* = A 一 J- ___ _  __________ ____ ( 12)
I 6D* 6/尸+ 驾 阳十1仲 이시

for a dependent case and

一 A J___ li____ J __________ 시?)
"3防 云万叮芸 疗 33 이'

for an independent case. Also, in the internal free rotation 
limit (葺 >8)Eq. (8) becomes

f 下冬 " " J打公'XP〔(6D허)物 erfc(6D*/ v2)

T CJ 諏 exp[(6/)*)2/8] erfc(6/9*/V8) (14)

for a dependent case and

，予=鳶矿 + W柜expC(57}*);72] erfc(5Z)*/ V2 ) 

-FCVF/S exp[(2Z)*)2/8] erfc(2D*/V8) (15)

for an independent case.

3. Application to magnetic relaxation

The above results are applied to nuclear magnetic rela
xation of methyl deuterons in liquid perdeuterotoluene. For 
mathematical simplicity we assume that perdeuterotokienc 
is a spherical diffusor. Then the isotropic rotational dif
fusion model for a spherical diffusor with internal rotation 
undergoing the extended diffusion can be applied here. The 
quadrupolar contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation time 
of the methyl deuterons in the extreme narrowing limit is 
well known as"

HT1Q=^^qQlhyrc . (16)

where 二 is given by Eq (8) and e2qQ/h is the quadrupole 
coupling constant. Woessner and Snowden1 reported 
values for the methyl deuterons and ring deuterons of perdeu
terotoluene at several temperatures. They evaluated r/s from 
the methyl deuteron data and the rotational diffusion con
stants were obtained from the ring deuteron data. From 
their result we obtained the angular momentum correlation 
time via Eq. (8) and the internal correlation times are evalu
ated from Eq. (1). The results are given in Table 1 along with 
the values of the degree of inertial effect a for both independent 
and dependent internal rotations.

In the kinetic theory of gases the elision frequency which 
corresponds to 1 /勺 is proportional to16 Hence 勺 values 
are supposed to decrease as the temperature is increased. But 
Tj values for liquid toluene increase with the temperature. 
One way of explaining this fact might be in terms of the cage 
effect in liquid. In a liquid each molecule moves in a cage 
made of its neighbors and the collision frequency becomes 
larger than that of gas molecules. As the temperature is in
creased the cage is destroyed and the collision frequency is 
reduced. This means the larger values of 勺 and hence the 
smaller values of a. Recalling the rotational diffusion limit
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TABLE 1: Various Correlation Times and the Degrees of Inertial Effect at Several Temperatures

« Woessner and Snowden (Ref. 1)

T(K) 中 斷
Dependent case

a r,*

Independent case

ar? K野 ,■ ml

227 6.12 0.0054 0.154 6.80 3.62 0.160 6.54 3.59
285 3.47 0.0117 0.220 4.95 3.40 0.237 4.63 3.35
298 3.16 0.0140 0.218 4.97 3.40 。.그 39 4.60 3.34
313 2.96 。.이 55 0.224 4.86 3.39 0.249 4.46 3.31
353 2.41 0.0209 0.258 4.31 3.29 0.295 3.88 3.19

of a=4 and ths free rotation limit of a=2, the above results 
show that the internal rotation of the methyl group is charac
terized by a certain degree of inertial effect.

With the knowledge of the diffusion constant from the 
ring deuteron data one can plot r* explicitly as a function 
of r* according to Eq. (8). Figure 1 shows these curves at 
two temperatures for both independent and dependent in
ternal rotations.

4. Discussion

When the internal rotation as well as the overall reorienta
tion is treated by the rotational diffusion model, the overall 
“RTientation지 correlation time is given by Eq. (12) for a 
dependent case. In order to incorporate the inertial effect 
for the internal rotation Versmold4 proposed an iterative 
scheme by introducing a parameter a defined by Eq. (4) and 
modified Eq. (12) as

r* = A ! B I______c_____ n 7)
c~ 6D* 6舟+硏 6D*+«D：: " )

Figure 2. Overall Reorientational Correlation Times r? as 
Functions of rj for a Dependent Internal Rotation at 298 K 
Calculated by DifErent Models: Curve (1). Present model. 
Curve (2). Versmold's model; Curve (3). Rotational Diffusion 
Model.

where the interna! rotational diffusion constant D, may be 
identified as

1/知 1/*S. (18)

However Eq. (17) is valid o이y when the internal extended 
rotational diffusion correlation function is very close to an 
exponential form. Then, the values of is restricted to a 
certain range of validity. On the other hand, our Eq. (8) is 
not restricted by any range of validity for r* values. Com

Figure 1. Overall Rcorientational Correlation Times ?내 as 
Functions of t] at two Differen Temper죠t나re$: —— Dependent 
Internal Rotation. ....... Independent Internal Rotation.

parison of our result with Versomold's scheme is shown in 
Fig니re 2 for a dependent case at 298 K. The curves show that 
his scheme is in good agreement with ours at small region 
and deviates from ours at large tj region. At the large r- 
re흥ion, rj values obtained from the curves for a given 
value could be q니ite different. But his scheme is still a good 
approximation as compared to the internal rotational diffu
sion model which is also shown in Figure 2.
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Tunnel Effects in the H |-D2 and D i IL Reactions

Jongbaik Ree, Young Seek Lee, In Joon Oh and Taikyue Ree1 *

1. Introduction

A quantum mechanical tunneling effect is very important
for reactions involving light atoms and molecules, and the
neglect of this factor often causes the rate constants from ac
tivated complex theory to be too small.In the past two
decades, noteworthy progress in the computation of tunneling
factor has been made.1-12

The first quantum correction was derived by Wigner in
1932J and this simplified model had been used widely for
its computational simplicity. Wigner's quantum correction,
however, is justified only when the tunneling correction is
small, and the conditions for validity of Wigner's assump
tions are seldom to be satisfied. A theoretically more justifi
able way is to include tunneling effects involving an exact
quantum mechanical transmission probability through a
given potential barrier.1 In simple cases, it is sufficient to use
a parabolic or Eckart-type barrier, since for these barriers
the transmission probability G(W) can be analytically compu-
ted.1,3'4 * * * * * But, for more complicated cases, one must
the transmission probability numerically to obtain the funnel
ing factor rt because of the complexity of the potential barrier.
Thus, efleetive potential energy barriers are often employed, 
the most commo이y used models arc the CVE (conservation 
of vibrational energy) barrier10 * * and the Vibrationally adiaba- 
tic' (VA) barrier.10-12 Tn the latter, there 히*e the MEPVA 
(minimum energy path vibrationally adiabatic) barrier and 
나ic MCPVA (Marcus Coltrin path vibriitionally adi니xitir)

Department of Chemistry, Korea Advanced institute of Science and Technology. P.O. Box IbO, Chongyangm.
Seoul 131. Korea (Received October 12. 7982)

We considered the tunneling elTect on the rate c이islants calculated from transitioiv-stdtc thwy for the 너 I D? and D I 
icactions. A method for evaluating the important parameter Ec (potential barrier height) was proposed. A lunnel-cfleet 
correction factor (TECF) /\exp 0f 하as e가irrated f om ex卩erimer기al data, and compared with the corresponding values 
obtained from many theoretical methods. According to our results, the tunneling effect cannot be negligible around 800°K 
where 나】。TECF value is ca. 0.8 whereas 아ic factor approaches to unity at T>24OO°K where 나)e tunneling completely dis히* 

pears. In addition to the above fact, we also found that 나迫 TECF for the D + H? reaction is greater than that of the H + 匸“ 

reaction in agreement with Garrett and Truhlar's result. In contrast to our result, however, Shavitt found that the order 
is reversed, i. e., TECF for (D + H》is greater than that for (H l-D2). We discussed about 나ir Shavitfs result

very well compared in Figure 1 of ref. 5. The VA methods, 
however, are not used in the present paper.

Meanwhile, many ab initio and semiempiric시 methods 
have been used for constructing the potential energy surface 
of H3.1：,~13 * * * The most accurate three-dimensional potential 
energy surface for H3 is the one obtained by Siegbahn and 
Liu (SL)18 * * by using a configuration interaction method. 
Among other ab initio calculations for obtaining the potential 
energy surface, however, the method used by Shavitt, Stevens, 
Minn and Karplus (SSMK)17 is easier than the SL method, 
and it yields results of fairly high accuracy. Thus, 나le SSMK 
surface has been most widely used, we also employ the SSMK 
potential em•횸y barrier in the present work.

In view of the experiment, the H + H2 reaction and its isoto
pic reactions3'19-22 are not particularly simple to study. Es
pecially, at low temperatures, the experimental procedure is 
difficult, as a result, the experimental kinetic data are very 
!\ire and also are of poor accuracy. This situation has been 
partly improved at least by the ESR method of Westenberg 
and de Hass,21 and Mitchell and LeRoy.22

Fir】이!% it should be pointed out that if we calculate the rate 
constants k' theoretically 니sing the barrier heights (E) which 
•3Cre computed by ab butio or semietnpirical methods, the 
theoretical values of are smaller than the experimental 
data. Thus, the theoretical barrier height Ec has been adj니아ed 
to give a옹rccincnt with the part of the
available ex［心iment시

In this paper we consider (he「어lowing two rcicti이is which 
I、,、.、,、，""시;a시 Ixw m;：nv niilhd'JT， fhacreficnllv nmi


